English nine presentation final
By Milad A.

Creative Thinking Profile

I embrace failures and mistakes as part of the
creative process and use constraints to
encourage me to think about issues and
problems in new ways by working on my
struggles and improving them to perfect and
recognizing and understanding my mistakes and
failures.

Evidence: At first I didn’t have well writing skills
and would use unnecessary words, get off topic,
and lack of vocabulary in my writing but,I did
many quizzes on my struggles and I often got
help from my teacher which helped me improve
my writing a lot.

Social Responsibility
Profile
 I can identify how my actions and the actions of
others affect my community and the natural
environment and how we can work to make
positive change by treating others the same way
I would like to be treated.
 For example: My study buddy was away and
missed some assignments and I spent some time
after school explaining the work and helping him
understand the concept. I also shared some of
my strategies that I used on the assignment. In
the time following I was away for an assignment
and he explained the work thoroughly and
helped me understand it which helped me with
completing my assignment well.

Positive Personal & Cultural Identity Profile
I am able to identify different groups
that I belong to and have pride in who I
am.

 I can quickly adapt to my new group or
environment and identify the strengths
and struggles within my group members.

 Then I can recognize my role and where I
belong in the group and I have pride in
myself for that.

Examples:
 There was a group pop quiz in our English
class where the girls group was against
the boys group. I found my responsibility
and role quickly in the group and
assigned my group members to
responsibilities that match their strengths
and struggles.

Critical Thinking Profile
I can analyze evidence (information)
from different perspectives
 I can put myself in other shoes and
understand concepts from different
perspectives.

Evidence:
 For the writing final essay I focused on
how place impacts identity and I
compared myself to Arnold from The True
Absolute Diary Of a Part Time Indian by
writing from Arnold's perspective. I
sometimes answer questions in class
about characters in this book and I would
almost always put myself in their
shoes/perspective and answer the
questions.

Communication Profile

I can ask and answer direct questions about topics I study because of
my deatiled describing and maturity. I also think from others perspective
which lets me answer questions more specific.
Some evidence of me doing this is me voulentering to answer questions
in class and often my teacher would let the class discuss a certain
topic for a couple minutes and I aloways communicate specifaclly and
thoughtfully.

Personal Awareness
& Responsibility
Profile
I can Imagine and work
toward change in myself and
the world. I realize my struggles
and can work towards
improvements in myself. I used
the feedback from my peers on
paragraphs and essays that I
have written and improved my
writing by writing more than 25
English quizzes on my struggles. I
also wrote a letter to Apple on
improvements I suggest them to
make. And I improved my
English skills by seeking help from
my English teacher.
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